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How do we bridge the 
presentation layer to the 
domain layer?











Detached Threading API - JobIntentService
Presentation JIS4JIS3JIS2JIS1
Threading APIs
- Other types of attached threading APIs:
- Bound services
- Other types of detached threading APIs:
- Unbound services
- Plain old java threads
Mobile application layers
Presentation Domain (business logic) Data
Use threading APIs to 
execute long running 
operations.
Android components - Domain layer
- Every piece of software has some sort of business logic 
that gives it a unique selling point
- Once we have a way to delegate long-running 
operations in separate threads, we can use it to run our 
business logic
- The domain layer usually consists of helper classes to 
manipulate some sort of data, that the presentation 
layer can consume









Use threading APIs to 
execute long running 
operations.




Data layer - file system APIs
- All android applications have access to their own “sandbox” directory under 
/data/data/[package_name].
- This sandbox directory can be used to store files.
- You’re free to create files in any format you wish.
- The most commonly used file system API is SharedPreferences:









- Updates both in-memory copy of SharedPreferences and file system copy of 








- Updates in-memory copy of SharedPreferences first, then starts a worker thread 

















Use threading APIs to 
execute long running 
operations.
Activity lifecycle
All Activity instances have a lifecycle. 
This is the simplified diagram of the 
activity lifecycle. See 
https://github.com/xxv/android-lifecyc








- Activities hold layouts and views that a user can interact with.
- Interaction listeners can be set on widgets to handle user input.
- Different views have different types of interaction listeners.
Multiple activities
- Most apps have more than one 
Activity
- One Activity can start another 
Activity
- Activities stack on top of one another
https://developer.android.com/images/fundamentals/diagram_backstack.png
Intents
- Android components (e.g., Activities, 
Services, etc.) are launched using 
Intents.
- Intents define what component to 
start, and provide any extra flags and 
arguments that the component may 
need.
- Intent arguments are not meant to 
share large amounts of data. Make 
sure they’re are small (just 
primitives), otherwise the app may 
crash
Activity layouts
- Each activity has a separate layout files





- All layouts and their sub-layouts and views must contain the layout_width and 
layout_height attributes
FrameLayout
- Stacks views on top of each other (first view declared is the bottom most in 
z-axis)
LinearLayout
- Orders views in either vertical or horizontal orientation (first view declared is 
either the top most or left most on screen in x-axis or y-axis)
ConstraintLayout
- Orders views based on the information you supply. You need to be very specific 
on where each view goes
Screen compatibility
- By now, you’ve seen a bunch of XML 
attributes in layout files
- Due to the different dimensions of 
android devices, we need to specify 
these attributes to make sure our UI 
looks clean and consistent across 
different device dimensions
Screen pixel densities - dp and sp
- dp (or dip): density-independent 
pixel is used for specifying sizes of 
margins, padding, or anything where 
you would otherwise specify size with 
a pixel value. You get the same 
looking size regardless of screen 
dimensions.
- sp: scale-independent pixel is the 
same as dp, but will take into account 
the user’s font size preference. This is 
almost always used for text size.
Big nerd ranch, 2nd edition: Figure 8.2
XML attributes
- Attributes that begin with layout_ 
(e.g., android:layout_width) are 
directions to that widget’s parent 
layout. These attributes are known as 
layout parameters, and they tell the 
parent layout how to arrange the 
child widget.
- Attributes that don’t begin with 
layout_ (e.g, android:text) are 
directions to the widget itself.
Margins vs padding
- Margins are layout 
parameters, while 
padding is not. So, 
margins tell the parent 
how much space to put 
between the child and 
parent, while padding 
tells the child how much 




- We don’t need to use an AsyncTask 
every time we want to animate a view
- View animations are such a common 
thing, that there are better APIs to do 
animations
- One such API is called 
ObjectAnimator
- ObjectAnimator allows you to 
animate a specific view’s property 
(e.g., a ProgressBar’s progress 
property).
View property animations
- All View classes have a method called animate(), which allows you to animate the 
following specific properties of a view:
- Alpha
- Rotation
- Scale
- Translation
- x/y/z-axis position
